Virus isolation from clinical specimens is inevitable to identify the etiological agent and to investigate the epidemiological analysis. In addition, the viruses isolated are used as important sources in the fields from the basic research to the bioindustry, including therapeutics, and vaccines. However, the respiratory viruses in clinical specimens are not easily isolated in cell cultures. Thus, methods to speed or enhance virus isolation are urgently required. Many previous reports have proved that centrifugation during virus inoculation to cells increased virus yields and speeded the virus detection time. Recently, interferon inhibitors treatment has also been used to enhance virus infection by blocking the expression of interferons, modulators inhibiting virus replication in cells. We used interferon inhibitors with centrifuged cultures for the detection of metapneumovirus, human respiratory syncytial virus, and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus. Combination of centrifugation and interferon inhibitor treatment significantly increased the virus replication and viruses detected earlier than the routine method. We also test and compare the virus isolation rates between the centrifugation/interferon inhibitor treatment culture and the mock-treated culture.
